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WHAT IS FASCISM ? -

Fascism is an extreme Right Wing Political Movement. Fascists believe in Nationalism,
Militarism, and the supremacy of a ruling elite which is characterised by a dictator.
with Fascism comes suppression of individual freedom, Racism.and intolerance and hatred
of all non fascist beliefs and actions; and eventually mass murder of all those groups
and individuals, who dont fit in, or wont bow down to the fascist ideology.

WHO ARE THE FASCISTS ?

In Britain there are two main fascist organisations, the British National Party and
the National Front. At present they are relatively small but growing quickly, they
hold regular rallies and meetings throughout the country. t '
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WHY TAKE ACTION T -

Fascism is growing throughout the world, British Fascists groups are making strong
, links with many groups abroad. Givin the right economic and secial»climate, fascism *

can rise to a extent where it can engulf a whole country or countries. Fascists get
most of their popular support by stirring up emotions and providing easy, visible
scapegoats (like blaming Black or Asian people for high unemployment or bad housing
while diverting attention away from the ruling class, and rich bosses,who are realy
to blame for the ever increasing problems facing working class people) Action needs
to be taken now, to insure that fascism.never rises again, so that everyone regard-
less of race, colour, sexuality or belief can walk the streets without fear.
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Reject racist ignorance,prejudice and fascist ideas, and become involved in anti-
fascist activities. Rip down and spray over fascist posters and graffitti. Keep
yourself and A.F.A. informed of any fascist activity in your area. Attend anti— »
fascist rallies. Spread anti-fascist litrature and beliefs; and most importantly

~ point out who realy is to blame.for the conditions we live?under; and remember
Nazi' Germany didnt start with concentration camps"that‘was how it ended.
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JOIN mrrxummm ANTI - FASCIST ACTION g1 (unemployed) £2 (employed) Y
Nbner....................................... £5 (groups/unions) |
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Cheques/postal orders to Nottm. A.F.A. P.0d. Box 12 Carlton Notts NG4 3SW f
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